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You've Got Your Back

In uncertain times. Yet, move forward we will. And I want to thank you for doing your part. Welcome to the Fall 2020 semester, Mason Science faculty and staff. My sincere thanks to all of you for taking advantage of the opportunities to stay connected with our community throughout this semester. We've Got Your Back.

Message from the Dean

by Dean Fernando R. Miralles-Wilhelm

SteelFence's TESS competition in planetary physiscs

by Paul Scott Anderson; Featured in EarthSky

Student Executive Mathematics PhD Student receives prestigious fellowships

by John Hollis

IDIA - Kammy Sanghera selected as 2020 Outstanding Student Award winner

by Amy Adams and Tracy Mason

Research & Discovery

Using data from Tess and retired Spitzer Space Telescope, telescope hunters discover a exoplanet

by Paul Scott Anderson; Featured in EarthSky

Travel Medicine

by John Hollis

Friday, September 4, 2020 | 2 to 6 p.m.

Fourth Annual ScienceConnect

Tuesday, September 1, 2020 | 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Computing, and Natural Science

Wednesday, September 2, 2020 | 2 to 6 p.m. with District Trivia from 5 to 6 p.m.

Happening at Mason

Mason President and Science Dean unveil new Science Building,

by Dean Fernando R. Miralles-Wilhelm, and Mason's President, Gregory Washington. Other Equity, and Inclusion Officer, our own Dean Fernando Miralles-
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Leadership and Teaching Effectiveness in Coordinating Complex Learning Environments

by John Hollis

LBA - Science Building selected as "Out of This World"

by Amy Adams and Tracy Mason
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9/24: Women Building Bio conference

9/25: We're back from our Spring Break. The Mason Science Community introduces a half-day virtual event for faculty and staff. As part of the sponsorship, the College's attendance fees are waived for faculty, staff and students so all can freely participate in the annual event which brings bio-science students from the College's FOCUS program.

9/26: During Women Building Bio, we'll hear from College of Science professors who will be presenting in ten different sessions and focused academia, industry, government, and non-profit organizations.-fashioned, university-wide institutes as the kind Mason officially kicked off in June, hailing the newest of

9/27: The Mason Science Community will also to reconnect with other science faculty and staff. This is a great opportunity to not only engage with Mason Science students, but also to reconnect with other science faculty and staff.

9/28: Mason President and Science Dean unveil new Science Building,
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